
Italian De Sarno
appointed Gucci
creative director
Italian Sabato De Sarno  has been

appointed creative director at Gucci, the
luxury label and parent group Kering

announced on Saturday. De Sarno, who
until now supervised the men’s and
women’s collections at Valentino, will
present his debut runway collection for
Gucci at Milan Women’s Fashion Week

in September. The designer from Naples
succeeds Alessandro Michele, who left
the Italian luxury brand in November after
seven years as creative director.

Called in in 2015 to relaunch sluggish
sales, Michele breathed new life into the
label with daring collections, often very
flowery and playful but did not succeed in
boosting sales with the same vigour as
Gucci’s rivals. De Sarno will lead Gucci’s
Design Studio and will report to the fash-
ion house’s CEO Marco Bizzarri. His role
will be “defining and expressing the
House’s creative vision across the
women’s, men’s, leather goods, acces-
sories and lifestyle collections,” Bizzarri
said.

“I am proud to join a House with such
an extraordinary history and heritage,
that over the years has been able to wel-
come and cherish values I believe in,”
said De Sarno. “I am touched and excited
to contribute my creative vision for the
brand.” De Sarno began his career at
Prada in 2005, then moved to Dolce &
Gabbana before joining Valentino in 2009
where he rose through the ranks to
become fashion director. Francois-Henri
Pinault, chairman and CEO of Kering,
said: “With Sabato De Sarno at the cre-
ative helm, we are confident that the
House will continue both to influence
fashion and culture”. — AFP 
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Brazilian tightrope walker Rafael Bridi
set a new record by walking more
than 500 meters between two build-

ings, more than 100 meters above ground
in Sao Paulo. The 25-minute walk was a
new distance record for urban areas in
the Americas. “I cannot even remember
what I was thinking about,” Bridi told AFP
after his aerial exploit on Wednesday. “I
was concentrating very hard, especially
on my breathing, an effort which comes
from the stomach.” He also had to “main-
tain a relaxed posture so the crossing is a
pleasure and not a huge effort.”

The 35-year-old high-wire specialist
walked 510 meters - about a third of a

mile - along a slackline strung 114 meters
(375 feet) above ground between two tall
buildings in the Vale do Anhangabau
neighborhood in central Sao Paulo. There
was one nervy moment around halfway
across the slackline when Bridi slipped,
but he sat down to regain his balance
before standing up again a few seconds
later and continuing his challenge.

The record-breaking attempt by a man
already recognized by the Guinness Book
of World Records, coincided with the
469th anniversary of Sao Paulo, the
immense megapolis of 12 million people
in southeastern Brazil. “I feel very hon-
ored” and “very welcomed” by locals, said

Bridi. “It’s not just a crossing, it’s a record
for Sao Paulo’s anniversary.” From his
unique vantage point, Bridi said Sao
Paulo was an impressive sight due to
“such a mass of people.” “I looked down, I
saw people in the buildings and waved to
them,” added Bridi.

“After all, men built these buildings so

why not use them in another way.” Bridi,
who is from the southern city of
Florianopolis, is accustomed to spectacu-
lar death-defying feats. In 2021 he walked
between two hot air balloons more than
1,900 meters (6,230 feet) above ground,
breaking another record. In 2020, he
pulled off a world’s first by walking above
an active volcano in Vanuatu. He has
been tackling such gravity-defying chal-
lenges for a decade.

“Every morning I wake up thinking of
highline and at night I go to bed thinking
of highline,” he said. His training routine is
very strict. “I wake up very early, I stretch,
I meditate.” A sports fanatic, he is not

solely dedicated to highline, though, train-
ing only three times a week on a slack-
line. He also runs, surfs, cycles, goes
canoing and rock climbing to “always
keep this body moving.”— AFP

French aristocrat’s
golden dental 
secret revealed
400 years on

Scientists have discovered the
long-buried secret of a 17th-cen-
tury French aristocrat 400 years

after her death: she was using gold wire
to keep her teeth from falling out. The
body of Anne d’Alegre, who died in
1619, was discovered during an archae-
ological excavation at the Chateau de
Laval in northwestern France in 1988.
Embalmed in a lead coffin, her skeleton-
and teeth-were remarkably well pre-
served. At the time the archaeologists
noticed that she had a dental prosthetic,
but they did not have advanced scan-
ning tools to find out more.

Thirty-five years later, a team of
archaeologists and dentists have identi-
fied that d’Alegre suffered from peri-
odontal disease that was loosening her
teeth, according to a study published in
the Journal of Archaeological Science:
Reports this week. A “Cone Beam”
scan, which uses X-rays to build three-
dimensional images, showed that gold
wire had been used to hold together
and tighten several of her teeth. She
also had an artificial tooth made of ivory
from an elephant-not hippopotamus,
which was popular at the time.

But this ornate dental work only
“made the situation worse”, said
Rozenn Colleter, an archaeologist at the
French National Institute for Preventive
Archaeological Research and lead
author of the study. The gold wires
would have needed repeated tightening
over the years, further destabilising the
neighboring teeth, the researchers said.
D’Alegre likely went through the pain for
more than just medical reasons. There
was huge pressure on aristocratic
women at a time when appearance was
seen as related to value and rank in
society.—AFP

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences said Friday it was
launching a review of Oscars cam-

paigning, days after a small indie film sur-
prised industry-watchers with a shock
nomination to Hollywood’s most presti-
gious awards. “To Leslie” had taken just
$27,000 at the box office when star
Andrea Riseborough’s name appeared
on the shortlist of nominees for Best
Actress. Riseborough, who plays a Texas
single mother struggling with alcoholism,
beat out presumed frontrunners Viola
Davis (“The Woman King”) and Danielle
Deadwyler (“Till”). The nod came after an
intense, last-minute social media cam-
paign mounted on her behalf by celebrity
friends including Edward Norton,
Gwyneth Paltrow, and Sarah Paulson.

Movie industry magazine Variety said
the Academy had received multiple calls
and emails in the wake of the nomination,
and there was a raging debate among
moviemakers over whether rules had
been broken. On Friday, the Academy
said it would be examining its processes,
although it did not mention the film by
name. “It is the Academy’s goal to ensure
that the Awards competition is conducted
in a fair and ethical manner, and we are
committed to ensuring an inclusive
awards process,” a statement said.

“We are conducting a review of the
campaign procedures around this year’s
nominees, to ensure that no guidelines
were violated, and to inform us whether
changes to the guidelines may be need-
ed in a new era of social media and digi-
tal communication. “We have confidence
in the integrity of our nomination and vot-
ing procedures, and support genuine
grassroots campaigns for outstanding
performances.” The Oscars are awarded
based on the votes of the 9,500 mem-
bers of the Academy-many of them previ-
ous winners.

Academy membership is divided into
17 branches-actors, directors, producers,
costume designers and so on-with each
branch picking the nominees in their area
of expertise. With around 1,300 members
of the actors’ branch, a nominee in this

category needs just over 200 votes to
make the shortlist. In the months ahead
of the Oscars, which this year will be held
on March 12, billboards in Los Angeles
are plastered with advertisements for
films as studios seek to persuade voting
members.

There are also a host of parties and
events aimed at generating a buzz.
Campaigns are often organized by pro-
fessional companies and generally don’t
come cheap, so are usually the preserve
of large studios. But “To Leslie” was
absent from this circuit. Variety reported
Friday that “Titanic” star Frances Fisher
had posted on social media encouraging
her fellow Academy members to nomi-
nate Riseborough. “To my fellow Actors in
The Academy - According to Pete
Hammond writing for Deadline, Andrea
Riseborough can secure an Oscar nomi-
nation if 218 (out of 1,302) actors in the
Actors Branch nominated her in first posi-
tion for Best Actress,” she wrote on
Instagram, according to Variety. — AFP

‘Love hormone’?
Not so fast, new
study suggests
The “love hormone” oxytocin has

long been thought key to behaviors
including pairing up with a partner

and nurturing offspring, but a new study
in prairie voles is raising doubts. The
research found that voles bred to lack
functioning receptors for oxytocin were
still able to form strong pairs, produce
young and nurse-all behaviors previously
believed to depend on the hormone.

Prairie voles are one of the few mam-
mals that mate for life, and are often used
to study social behaviors like pair-forming
in animals. In past studies, voles given
drugs that stopped oxytocin being
processed no longer formed pairs, and
mothers failed to produce milk for their
young.

Psychiatrist Devanand Manoli and
neurobiologist Nirao Shah produced
genetically altered prairie voles without
working oxytocin receptors, and then
observed how the mutant male and
female voles behaved. To their shock, the
mutant voles appeared to have no diffi-
culty pairing up with non-genetically
altered partners, and mutant females
could still deliver and nurse young, unlike
those in the drug-driven studies.

“We were certainly surprised,” said
Manoli, an assistant professor at the
University of California, San Francisco.
The results suggest that oxytocin is not

the main, or only, driver of activities like
partnering or nursing, he said. “What the
genetics reveals is that there isn’t a ‘sin-
gle point of failure’ for behaviors that are
so critical to the survival of the species,”
he told AFP.

‘Very complex behaviors’ 
That didn’t mean there were no differ-

ences, however. Some male mutant
voles that paired with ordinary female
partners didn’t show the aggression
towards interloping females that would
normally be expected. And while mutant
females produced and nursed litters,
some had fewer pups per litter than their
counterparts, and fewer of their offspring
survived to weaning, the paper published
Friday in the journal Neuron explains.

Pups born to mutant mothers also
tended to weigh less, suggesting that
they were not able to nurse as effectively.
The study only involved pairing of mutant
voles with “wild-type” partners, and the
researchers said pairings with two mutant
partners could produce different results.
Still, as a whole, the findings suggest a
different picture of oxytocin’s role in sev-
eral important behaviors.

That could be because animals bred
without the receptors developed “other
compensatory pathways” that helped
them pair up and nurse, said Shah, a
professor at Stanford University. But the
researchers suggest it likely means
oxytocin is only part of a set of genetic
factors that control social behavior.
“What I think our studies reveal is that
there are multiple pathways that regu-
late these very complex behaviors,”
said Manoli. —AFP

Brazilian highliner Rafael Bridi celebrates
after performing on a slackline 114 meters
high and 510 meters long.

Brazilian highliner Rafael Bridi performs
on a slackline 114 meters high and 510
meters long, crossing the entire Vale do
Anhangabau, as part of the 469th anniver-
sary of the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
— AFP photos 

Brazilian highliner Rafael
Bridi falls off a slackline
114 meters high and 510
meters long while trying to
cross the entire Vale do
Anhangabau.

A handout picture shows a close up picture
and a radiograph of the skull of Anne
d’Alegre, a 17th-century aristocrat. — AFP  

Academy launches probe after 
indie film’s surprise Oscars nod

English actress Andrea Riseborough arrives
for the BAFTA Tea Party at the Four Seasons
Hotel in Los Angeles, California. — AFP 


